Bring it to THE BOOTH!

When you take your vote to the polls, make sure to take one of the following:

- Texas Driver License*
- Texas Election ID Certificate*
- Texas Personal Identification Card*
- Texas Handgun License*
- U.S. Citizen Certificate with Photo
- U.S. Military ID Card with Photo*
- U.S. Passport* (Book or Card)

Do not possess and cannot reasonably obtain one of these IDs?
Fill out a Reasonable Impediment Declaration form at the polls and show a copy or original of one of the following supporting documents:
- Certified Domestic Birth Certificate or Court Admissible Birth Document
- Current Utility Bill
- Bank Statement
- Government Check
- Paycheck
- Government document with your name and an address including your Voter Registration Certificate

Exemptions might apply. Find out more at VOTETEXAS.GOV
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OR CALL 1-800-252-VOTE (8683)

*For voters aged 18 – 69 years, photo ID can be expired for up to four years.
For voters aged 70 and older, photo ID can be expired for any length of time if otherwise valid.